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]oEIAiIN  sEBAsrlAN  BACH

(1685  -  1750)

J.S.  Bach cas  the tnDst  famous mcher of the  large German

m]sical falily of Backs,  and the greatest genius  of Baroque misic.

Ife res born in Eisenach,  but at age ten went  to Ohadruf to  live

with art older brother after the death of both of his parents.    Ilo

res  trained as an organist and a violinist.    Bach's  creative  life

is generally divided into 5 periods:  the early years,  the ifeilnar

years,  the C6thm years,  the I+eipzig years,  and the  last years.
His first positins were as organist  in Amstadt  q703-1707)  and

in lfflThausen  (1707-1708).    1thile at Amstadt he made  the  falous

pilgrimge on foot  to lifeeck in 1705 to study with Buxtehade.
Bach left his MthThausen post die  to quarrels betveen Orthodox and

Pietists  sects.    Since the Pietists opposed rmsic in the ch]rch

service,  Bach sided with the Orthodox faction.    Ilo lived  in lleilnar

frcm 1708  to 1717,  serving first as  court organist and  later as

concert master of the orchestra.    This res the period of his great

clavier and chaser conpositions.    Ilo vas erployed at the court  in

C6.then from 1717  to  1723  as  capellmeister  and director of chahoer

msic.    Here he ccxpleted the Orgelb{ichlein,  the I:E±|-Tenpered

Clavier ,  the Htventions ,and the Branderdrg Concertos.    Bach

served as  cantor at  the St.  ThcHias  ch]rch in Iieipzig  frcm 1723  to

1750.    There he vas required to ccxpse a cantata for every Sunday

and feast dry of the liturgical year.    only about 200 of these

cantatas have been preserved,  including Ctlfist isj±in Todesbanden

(Nb.  4)  and  E±± £±=±± E±=g  Oho.  80).    Other mrmmental  chclfal

ccxpositions  fran this period are the oratorios ,  the two Passions

acccnding  to  St.  John  and St.  Matthew,  the Magnificat,  and  the

great hass  in 8 mfror.    The Clavienrfumg was  published in its  four

parts  in 1731,  including the Partitas,  the  Italian Concerto`,  the
French overture, and the Goldberg Variations.    The six trio sonatas

for or.gan were published during this period,  as well as  the six

Schifoler  chorales.    Bach's lnore abstract works mere ccxposed  in

his last period,  the final five years of his  life.   They include

the ldsical of_fering  and  the 4==± 9£ E± E±=±±±.

J.S.  Bach became a musical tnaster .due  to his  ability  to

fuse the French,  Italian,  and Genan national styles  into one

Bachian style.    His rmsic abounds with exaples  of the Baioqpe

betrine of the Affecticms.    Great as he vas,  Bach was not recog-

nized as a genius until allrost a century after his death when his

msic vas rediscovered,  due in part to the efforts of Rbbert

Schmam and Felix Mendelssohn.

Tcocata j±9MJbJife

Bach composed  seven keyboard toccatas ,  "toccata" b.eing  the

name given since the seventeenth centLny to ke)fooard ccxpositions

in which the tcuti and execution of the performer  is  echibited in

the interlacing of runiing passages and full chords with sections

±n  initative  style. 1   The Toccata in G major was  conposed during

his  first Weimar period.    h  the copy belonging. to the Bach pupil

Gefber,  this  toccata is  called "Concerto sou Toccata" because  it

is  the only one of the  seven  toccatas  to be  in threeinoventent
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ccmcetto for.

The first movelnent  is  a brisk and rhythic G major Allegro

cchoining toccata-like passage ork in alternation with full four

part harmcny.    There are three rain patterns:  the descending  single
line of measures  1-3 ,  follchrd by the descending chords  of measures

3-5 which cadence  into the ccntrapuntal  section,  measures  5-7.

These three patterns progress  through various keys;  from the

beg±rming G major  (measures  1-7) ,  to  the doninant D major  (measures

7-17),  to the parallel E minor  (measur.es  19-27) ,  and to the parallel

minor  of  the dcmirrmt,  8 ininor  (measures  29-39).    A contrasting

section  (measures  39-47)  touches  upon 8 minor,  E major,  A minor,

D major,  G major,  E minor,  and C Inajor  in a style alternating  two

rrotes  in the  left hand with an answwffing  six-note phrase in the

right.    The dynamics  are altered betveen the tiro hands until the

seeticn ur}ves  into the climactic G major forte  section,  measures

49-53,  which is  a repetition of the begining.    The coda,  measures

53  to the  end,  moves upurd on the keyboard  and thin dchurrmrd to

bring the movelnerit  to a quiet  and  sanewhat  sudden closing.

The middle Adagio in E minor  is  touching in its  sinplicity

and expressiveness.    It  is written in a four part  choral style.

Its melancholy atmosphere  is  enhanced by the  leap of a diminished

seventh dChoward near  the  end  (measures  22-23) ,  surely the most

disscmant  end despairing  interval Bach could have chosen.

twenent Ill,  Allegro e presto,  is a rapid three-voiced

fi]gue,  again  in G major.    The  sLfoject begins  cn  the upbeat,  a

stylistic characteristic of Bach.

-.
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It enters  in the seccmd voice in measure 3,  and in the third voice

in measure 7.    Throughout  the fugue  the keys  of G major,  A major,

D major,  E mfror,  and 8 minor  are represented.    A contrasting

tro-voiced middle  section  (measures  48-56)  ccnsists Tnainly of

episodic material.    The  climax occurs  in measures  66-74 which

build to the highest  dynamic  level by measure  69 and then taper  off ,

returning to the original G major material  in measure 73.    The

phrases  of the  sequences  in tneasures  81-84 and 89-91  are an echo

of the episodic material exploited  in the middle  section, .derived

originally frcm the melodic contours  of the subject  itself.    A

peak before  the  end  is reached  in measures  91-93.    The  fugue  closes

by reducing the voices  one by one  in descending cnder until  the

reriaining bass voice dies  amay on a G major  scale.    The  ending  is

similar in its  inconclusiveness to the ending of the first Allegro

now-t.



FRAlu  LISZT

(1811  -  1886)

During his  lifetime FTanz Liszt became the personification

of  the Rcmantic Age.    He f`mctioned  as  a virtuoso,  caxposer,  teacher,

lover,  Abb6,  and traveller.    He  is  the fancus  creator  of the Ranantic

eymphonic poem with his. orchestral ccaposition I.es  Preludes.    He

has been called the greatest piano virtuoso of the nineteenth

century.    Bcm  in Raiding,  Hingary,  Liszt began studying piano at

age six and played his  first pifolic concert at age nine.    His

tmisical education res  firunced by several lingariari aristocrats.

IHs  family moved  to Vienna  in 1821,  where Liszt began studies with

Czerny aid Salieri.    He went  to Paris  in 1823  and renined there

for twelve years  as  the idol of elegant  society.    IIere .Began his

famous  affair with the Ccuntess d'Agoult  (the arthoress Daniel

Stern) ,  who abandoned her hisband  and three children to joLrmey t.o

Geneva,  Switzerland with Liszt.    They had three children of their

cam,  one  the  famous  Cosilna,  later  to beccme  the wife  of Wagner.

In 1836 I.iszt and  the Couitess moved  to Rcme,  where liszt  calposed

scme of his  finest piano irorks,  including the three volumes  of the

rfu€es

Etudes .

± PelerirLage , the transcendental Etudes , and the Paganini

Liszt retired as  a virtuoso pianist  in 1847.    His  second

fancus mistress mas  the Princess  Carolyne Wittgenstein.    She  and

I.iszt  lived together  in lileimar  from 1848  till  1859.    These years

iure his rest productive conpositional period ,  inc]nding such iwiks

as  the Eg±§± ±pEgfz[,  the Pap±e. Syxphony,  and the fifteen !±±g==±±±

Rhapsodies.    h 1865 Liszt received minor  orders  and'becane Abb6

Liszt.    This change of  lifestyle is reflected  in his ccxpositions

of the peried, the St.  Francis

St.  Elizabeth,  an oratorio.

a teacher.

The Ame'e§

Ifgquds  for piano and the IIeL±g=£ g£
After  1880 Liszt functioned  chiefly as

de Pelerinage  Gears  of travel)  consist of three

volLmes.    The  first,  SLiisse  (Swiss),

1836 ; the second,  Italie

res lnostly carposed  in  1835-

(Italy) ,  vas  chiefly created  in 1838-1839;

and the third,  on varied schjects,  vas written inch later,  betveen

1867  and  1877.

Au lac  de Wallenstadt

4±± leg §± 1fallenstadt  (At  the  lake of lfallenstadt)  is  inc]nded
in the first  (Swiss)  bcok.    The  Swiss  subjects portrayed were observed

during Ilszt's  1835-1836 visit  to Switzerland with the Countess

d'Agoult.    The  short  lyrical lurk may be cc(Ipared to a Romantic  art

song in the mamer  of SchJbert  or  Schman.  . The  siaple melody is

heard al]ove a persistent  arpeggiated  left-hand acccapaniment  figure

si]ggesting the rippling raters  of the lake.    Appended to the  score

are the follcwipg lines:

. . .thy contrasted  lake,
With the wild world  I dwell  in,  is a thing

¥:£t=iriedVI±:d:i:#:%iie:isf=#
All  lac  de Wallenstadt is .carposed  in the basic t'onality of A-flat

major.    The first  20 measures present  the basic theniatic material

in tco  similar  phrases.    Measures  20-35 give to the bearer a repeated,

but varied,  presentation of the thenie with oat:eves.    The tcmality



of these first 35 bars  stays  clearly in the key of A-flat rmjor.

The central portion of  the piece  (Ineasures  36-61)  is really a

development of the basic thenatic material.    qiite foreign keys  are

explored  (e.g.  C# minor  and  8 major).    The harmonic  tension  is

acccapanied by an increase  ±n dynamics.    h measilre  60  there  is

a dcminmt  cadence  to  the  original key of A-flat.    Measures  62-102

present a rhythic and melodic variation of the basic theme.    The
tonality renins close to the original A-flat,  with some parallel

minor used  in lneasures  79-85.    Measures  103-112  ccxprise  the  coda,

with arpeggiated figures  presented over a tonic pedal point.

Sonetto 104 del Petrarca

To liszt,  one of the chief fmcticms of  instrumental m]sic

mas  to  corrvey a poetic  ixpression or  experience.4   All  the VI>rke  .

in Boc)k 11  of  the Am6es  de were inspired by literary
or  artistic medels.    His  three  Somets After Petrarch were  ccmDosed

during the  late  1830's  during his  and  the Countess  d'Agoult's

sojoirm  in  Italy.    He  selected  triee  scrmets  ¢fos.  47,  104,  and

u3)  by the fourteenth centr]ry Italian poet Francesco Petrarch

(1304-1374)  to  originally  ccnpose  songs  to  and  later rewrite  as

piano pieces  in  1846.    The  Sonetto  104 del Petrarca  is generally
considered  to be the finest  of the three.5   The  somet  on which the

piece  is based is  subtitled  'T.ove's  hcmsistency"  and  is  from the
series  entitled  'To Lara  in Life".    I-a:ura was  a married woman

whom Petrarch  lo\7ed hopelessly from afar  frcm the  time he met her.

The  scrmet  is  as  follows:

Sonetto  104FTancesco Petrarch ,

Warfare  I  camot wage,  yet  .Imow not  peace;
I fear,  I hope,  I b`rm,  I  freeze again;
Pfrot to the  skies,  then bow to earth ny face;
Grasp the whole worrd,  yet nothing  can obtain.

¥Stg=±Sonh:h#:::no::e:6rn=i¥±:id==;
EL=si:ysaT:£:?,n:rorl:::#1:okeovun:==:
Sightless  I  see [ny  fair;  though rm]te,  I Inourn;
I scorn existence,  and yet  cchlft  its  stay;
Detest nyself ,  and for another birm;

By grief  I'm nurt:ured;  and,  though tearful,  gay;
I)cath`   I despise,  and life alike  I hate:
Such,  lady,  dost thou ncke ny cayurd state.6

The rmsic is not meant  to be progranlnatic,  literally expressing the

content  of the pcrm,  but rather  strives to express the errotions

experienced by the reader.7   The piece  is fragmented.    The abapt

begirmirg  is  four agitated and checmatic measures based  on a three-

note motive played in starkly apen cx=taves.    The mterial moves

into the rain key of  the piece,  E Inajor,  in the Adagio begirming

measure  5.    These measures,  1-6,  serve as  a prelude  leading  to  a

halting recitative  secticm,  measines  6-20.    The melody is  present

in these measures,  but receives an entirely different passionate

t=reatment  in the next  section Sg± PLa_S_§_ic!T?) ,  where  it

sREells and falls with REnantic fervor.    A reflective state  is

reached begiming in measure 55,  and the piece eventually si*s

into a poignant  lament by measur.e 70.    Many of Liszt's `characteristic

vfrtuostic pianistic devices  are eaployed :  octaves ,  doubled notes ,

arpeggios,  melody transpositions  to the bass,  crossing of hands,

doifole trills,  and  sweeping runs  abound.    The highly-charged

cotiorml quality of the lmisic parallels the agitated cords of the

Pen.
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JOHANNES  BRAHMS

(1833  -  1897)

One of the greatest masters  of misic,  Johames Brahas,  was

born in Hal]rg.    His early teachers were his father,  Otto Cossel,

and Eduard Mamasen.    A child pianist,  he presented his  first public

coneert in Hallfg at age fourteen.    Besides playing in local

taverns,  the young Brahas  toured Germany with the lhmgarfan vio-

1inist Renenyi.    He was heard by Joseph Joachim who  sent him to

Iiszt and Schmam.    Thus began his close friendship with Robert

and Clara Schmam.    Schman aided the young pianist's  career by

saluting bin as the caning genius of the age.    After ccndueting in

.Vierma  and travelling  in Genany,  Bralms made Vielma his hcme  in

1878.    By then his  fame had been realized and he received many

honors  fran the university there.    As  a ccxposer,  Brahas vas more

a master of conventional  forms  than an irmovator  of new ones. 8

His msic proved that  the classic forms were far  fricm` echausted.

ife eriched the gare of crater misic more -than any ccaposer

after Beethoven.    Ilo reached the. highest  achievenent  of his vocal

whiting with his Germm Beq|ri_ql[ in  1868.    h  1876,  at  the  age  of

43,  he began ccxposing  syxphonies.    No.  1  in C minor was  called
'The Tenth" by flans van Billow,  placing Brains  in a direct  line from

Beethoven,  who  ccxposed nine  syxphonies.9   IHs  songs  are  equal  to

those of the great representatives of Geman lieder,  Sch]bert and

Sctnmam.    Although never  a popul.ar virtuoso,  Brahas vas  a master

of the keyboard.    Ilo caxpos.ed both large-scale piano iroo:ks  such as

sonatas and variations and typically short pieces  such as  capriccios,

intermezzos ,  rhapsodies ,  and ballades.

Variations  on a Theme k Robert Sch-, Qp.9

The art of variation VIiting goes back as  far as  the VIiting

of misic.    The most  successful  at  the  art have beeri Bach,  IIaydn,

Dfozart,  Beethoven,  and .RIahms.    There  are two.categories  of varia-

tions:  those which vary the melody,  and those which earact  sorie

structural feature frcm the theme and devise variations with it as

a basis.    A sense of the there,  not just  the melody itself ,  should

unify all the segments  into a satisfactory whole.

9± a E= ± Robert  Sctmm-,

The Variations

Qp.  9.  by Eralms belongs  to  the

second  category of variation types.    Brahms  ccxposed altogether

six sets of variations using themes by Schmam,  hinself ,  Ihmgarian

misic,  Handel,  and Paganini  (two bocks).    while not  as brilliant

and techically demanding as  the  later Handel  and Paganini  sets, I

the Schmam variations are nonetheless poetical and beautiful.

They ore corrposed  in  1854 when RIahas res  21.    The previous  summer

he had made the acquaintance of Rc)bert  and Clara Schmam,  and  the

variations  express the intimte friendship which developed.

Origirmlly titled Little Variations on a Theme of His,  dedicated to

HL±g,  QP.  9 res  ccxpsed as  an act  of hcmage to the beloved pair.

The  short  (24 measure)  theme  in F# minor  is  fran the f`irst Album-

± (Qp. 99,  Nb.  4)  from Sctnmam's  collected  Bunte  B1.atter.

The melody has  a dignified character  enhanced by its repetitious

nature.    It  is  in ternary  (ABA)  form with the melody line  subdivided

into six phrases,  four of which are identical for the first  six
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notes.    Thais  frcHi the begirming we lmow that  the method of providing

variety in the variations will be based more on the harmcmy than the

melody.    Yet  this  is not  the  strict fcrmat of the variations;

they tend more tcmards  a freedom of design.    Variation I uses  the

melody as a cactus  firm]s with a uniformly dotted accarpanying

fig`ne  (  J  Jj  J' ).   Variation 11 explores the characteristic

dotted rhytha of the middle  section of the thenie and glides without

a break into Variation Ill,  where the melody is heard alternating

T;#e,t:bis.,.
The acccxpanying  figure exploys  triplets

Variaticm IV draws  attention further  away

frcm the melody by varying it considerably.    It  loses  sclne of its

stately dignity and beccmes  almost vocal  in quality.    The acccm-

parying figure of two sixteenth notes  is caried over to become the
focal point of Variation V.    h Variation VI the melody receives an

entirely new treatment and flows  securely alridst  sweeping arpeggios.

After the  climactic  character  of Variations V and VI,  No.  VII  ccnes

as  a ccxplete  surprise.    The mood  shifts  to one of great  subtlety,

eaphasizing the resolutions of the there.    h Variation VIII the

thane is treated with infinite siness.   The accapanying figures

of repeated octaves  actually fdrri a canon at  the octave.    Variation

IX is  a free reuniting of Sctuman's second Albunfolatt

No.  5)  from   the  sane Bunte  Bla.tter.10

(Qp.   99'

The melody again  is  sand-

viched betveen arpeggios,  as  in Variation VI.    Variation X presents

a contrast  of mood to the pess±riistic No.  VIII.    Its  siaple and

optimistic  treatment  of  the melody has  acccxpanying upward  arpeggios.

The melody is actually the bass  line of the theme.    h the marm-

script Brains calls  this variation "Roses and Heliotropes have

12

bloomed".11   Measure 30 begins with the  thane of Clara Wieck from

the  Sctunarm Hrprcxptus,  Op.  5.12   The  short  and repetitious

Variation XI serves to  set the  stage for the animated Variation XII,

which observes  the theme frcm an entirely new and hmorous  staccato

viewpoint.    Variation XIII  is a paraphrase of the therie in rapid

si]d=eenth notes.    We are aware of just how far the original material

has been transformed in Variation XIV,  yet  its kinship with the

theme  is not  obscure.    The upper  t`ro voices present. a canon in

seconds  acccxpanied by an arpeggiated bass.    Variation XV emphasizes

the thane by giving it predcminanee as a solo voice with flofng

acccxpaniment.    A canori at  the  sixth exists betveen the  soprano

and bass voices.    This variation contirmes without pause  into  the

fiml Variation XVI.    The mcod is one of cah and the msic  stark

and  scmewhat  severe.    Only the essentials  are presented:  the origiml

bass  line in octaves with resolutions  (reminiscent of Variation

VIII)  clove.    The dignity of the theme is  again experienced.    By

using contrapuntal devices  such as canon throughout the variations

ori a thane by the great Romantic Rdbert  Schunan,  Brahas proved that

the classical devices  and forms  of the past mere far fran e]chausted.

Erahe  sent the variations to the. ilrvalid Schrmam while he was  in

Endinich.    The follcwing lines are extracts frcm the letter of

appreciarion Schmam returned :
'tfy dearest  friend,

'That very great pleasure you have given me
with your Variations.    My Clara has  aiready
written to  tell me how delighted  she was with
them.    That  you have  studied ccrmterpoint
deeply is apparent  in all the Variations.
Ifow tender.    flow origirml  in  its masterly
expression,  how ingenious  every one of  them.
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thaw I  should  like to hear you or Clara play
then.    And then,  the eunderful variety.
The 3rd,  4th,  5th,  6th with its retrogressiori
in the second part.    Then the 9th,  how beautiful
in fom;  the loth,  how full of art,  how
tender;  how individual and delicate the
llth,  and how ingeniously the  12th joins
it.    Theri the 13th with its  sweet meta-
ptrysical  tones ,  and nesct  the Andante,with its witty and artistic canon in
seeonds,  and  the  15th  in GbM,  and  the  16th
beautifully and blessedly ending in
Fipr.    Ifow sincerely my Clara  arid  I have
to thalc you for your dedication.

'ToradrFto¥erEF,±Snd'

n4rml  KABAIEvsKy

(1904 -          )

Dmitri  Boriscwich Kabalevsky was  bChm  in Iieningrad.    By the

age of six he played the piano by ear.    He  studied piano with

Scriabin and Goldermeiser  at  the  Scriabin Misic  Schcol  fn Mosccw

frcm 1918  till  1925.    Begilming  in  1929  he  studied  at  the Mc>scov

Conservatory,  where he later became a professor  of corpositich in

1932.    Ifabalevsky' s main rmsical  influences  care  fran Moussorgsky,

Borodin,  Tchaikovsky,  and  Scriabin.    His misic  is marked by  its

clear tonality and energetic rhythe.   Kabalevsky' s ccxpositicmal

cutput  includes irorks for piano,  operas,  cantatas,  ballets ,  string

quartets,  and  symphonies.    Mainly recognized  as  a ccxposer  of piano

pieces  for  children,  his piano  scmatas and preludes  exist  as more
matLIfe urks .

2± Preludes , Qp.   38

The  24 Preludes  of Qp.  38 in7ere  conposed  in  1946.    They exploit

all the keys  of the tempered  systeri in the marmer of the Bach

WLEL-Teapere4_ Clavier  cn:  the Hindemith Indus Tonalis. They vary in

pianistic  style from easy to very difficult and air at esthibiting
all the technical resources of the piano.    Varying in mood,  their

only unifying elenent  is  the Russian folk song material generally

used as a thenatic basis for each prelude.

14
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Prelude No.

Prelude No.  Ill  07ivace _1_e_gg_ierLg)  begins  pianissimo with
sixteenth note runs in the right hand.    The left had enters with

the folk-like theme which is presented both legato and staccato

throughout the piece.    There are ttlfee voices:  one presenting the

thfme,  ace a  staccato acccxpaniment,  and the other. the  steeping

checmatic runs heard thaonghout.    The melody centers  around G mjor

and is originally present.ed by the middle voice,  then by the top

voice,  next by the middle voice but with a modal  sound,  and  finally

back to its  original middle voice rendition.    The climax is reached

in measure  39.    The breathless  ending  is  dynarically subdued,  yet

effective due to its use of an unexpected evasion chord before the

fhal G major.

Prelude No.  VIII

Prelude No.  VIII  (Andante non EEgEE±.   Sapli± i cantando)

has  a lyrical and melancholy character.    It begins with a unique

ascending bass  line interspersed with descending chads  in the

middle voice.    The bass  style  is unified throughout  the piece.

The melody has  a vocal quality and a folk-like character  enhanced

by its uneven rhytha.    The tonality thaonghout  is F# rfuor with

the pure fonn of the  scale pointed out by an E-natural grace note

in measure  9.    There  is  a brief  switch to F# major  in measure  15.

Measures  20-23  ccxprise an agitated drcmatic  section,  ending with
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a right hand  lead back to the begiming.    The ending  secticn

presents  an interesting arrangerient  of the twro xpper voices  in

which the melody and ccuntermelody are played  sinltaneously by

the right hand.    The piece ends very quietly on a minor third.

Prelude No.  XX

Prelude No.  XX  (Andantino seaplice)       ins  in a sthdued  end

hesitating style,  with the melody seening to slip  in fran nowhere.

Again the folk quality of the melody is pointed up by the .free

quality of the rhythm.    The placenient  of the melody within the
measures  is  such that  it often begins  on the upbeat with phrase

endings on the off-beats.    The  left hand begins  alone on the upbeat

in t:he introductory three and a half lneasures.    There is  a ccmtrast

of the staccato left hand with the .legato right hand which begins

on the last beat  of measure 4.    The tcmlity is  C mfror.    An eerie

quality is produced at the begining by the resolution of the D
tnajor  seventh chcnds  to C minor  instead  of G major.    The  left hand

pattern of seccnd inversion chcnds  is  established by the descending
series  in measures  9-12.    An  interesting effect  is produced  in

measures  13-20 by the right hand grace notes  leaping dcrmward,

resulting in a surprising tcmality switch from 8 major  to C minor.

This pattern is  in contrast to the left hand Lxpurd stepwise

grace notes  of  C#  to D,  D  to E-flat,  arid B-natural to C.    Measures

16-20 ccntain  the original melody sandwiched between the  t`ro grace.
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note patterns.    hitation cx=curs  as  the right hand melody of lneasures

20-24 begins  in the left hand  of measure 24 an octave  lcmer.    Also

the  left hand of measures  20-23  is repeated an octave higher. by

the right hand  in measures  28-30.    The middle voice is a frag[nent

of the melody,  ariched by G-flat,  a tritone fran C.   Measures

27-35  are the climactic  section;  here the melody is fragriented

and chaonatic.    h the 'upward  left hand  sequence of measures  34-35

the main feature  is  the  irIversion of thirds  to  sixths.    The dynamic

level  increases until the dinilmendo and ritard  of measures  35-37.

Here the right hand has  a B-flat pedal point against a chronatic

left hand.    With the ± Eapg of measure 39 there is  a retirm to

the original melody with risht hand ehoellisinents.    The left hand

chords have changed to the 8 ininor and C minor  sequence,  end  the

sostemito pedal is required to sustain a C octave pedal point.

The chacmatic  spatterings  of the middle voice lend  a modal feeling.

The coda,  measures  48-53,  presents  a different chffacter by the

alsence of the flcwing eighth notes.    The tonality is teaporarily

destroyed  in measures  48 and 49 by the  simltaneous use of t`ro

chords,  but is restored at the end.

Prelude No.  VI

Prelude No.  VI  (41±egr_o_ moLg±±g)  creates  a mood of urgency by

its consistently rurming triplets ,  with the quarter-note melody

interspersed among them.    The doubling of the arpeggiated triplets

presents  the main technical probleni of the piece.    The tonality
is  8 minor.    The clinax,  measures  23-25,  is  a ccxplete break of
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character with very effective fortiss±mo chords moving dChoward

and  ending on 8 major.    After  the climax the melody is presented

±n D major and in its  silxplest  setting with both hands  in octaves.
643

There are frequent meter changes  in the piece with 4,  4,  and 4

rquesented.    At  the end the tonality fluctuates betveen 8 iliajor

and 8 minor,  but  cones  to rest  on 8 minor.
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